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CREATING GLOBAL SHIPPING

Shipping has been the international business par excellence in many
national economies, one that preceded trends in other, more highly visible
sectors of international economic activity. Nevertheless, in both business
and economic history, shipping has remained relatively overlooked. That
gap is filled by this exploration of the evolution of European shipping
through the study of two Greek shipping firms. They provide a prime
example of the regional European maritime businesses that evolved to
serve Europe’s international trade and, eventually, the global economy. By
the end of the twentieth century, Greeks owned more ships than any other
nationality. The story of the Vagliano brothers traces the transformation
of Greek shipping from local shipping and trading to international ship-
ping and ship management, while the case of Aristotle Onassis reveals
how international shipping was transformed into a global business.
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fostered new technology, new corporate cultures, new networks of com-
munication, and new strategies and structures designed to meet global
competition. All the while, they have accommodated changes in national
and international regulations, environmental standards, and cultural
norms. This is a history that needs to be understood because we all have
a stake in the performance and problems of global enterprise.
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PREFACE

Shipping has been a leading sector in European economic growth for centur-
ies. By the end of the twentieth century, Greeks owned more ships than any
other nationality in the world, and shipowners played a fundamental role in
global connectivity and economic growth. Shipping integrates world markets.
For centuries, it has been the international business par excellence in most
national economies, and it preceded trends that later became visible in many
other sectors of international economic activity.

Nevertheless, shipping remains invisible in the global business arena as its
products ‒ transport services ‒ cannot be seen among the cargoes carried
across the vast oceans. It is equally invisible in economic and business history,
for several reasons. First, mainstream studies of the emergence of modern
economic and business growth in industrializing economies usually focus on
manufacturing; if they emphasize the service sector, they usually privilege
banking and finance and neglect trade and shipping. Some historians have
pushed back on this trend recently, notably Geoffrey Jones, Gordon Boyce,
and Michael Miller, but their work is a relative trickle amid the flood of
research on manufacturing and finance. The study of shipping and shipping
firms has long remained on the periphery, isolated within the disciplines of
maritime history and maritime economics. Second, the international character
of shipping firms, which blurs their links to individual economies, has made
them difficult for mainstream research to assimilate. The production of ship-
ping and sea transportation takes place beyond national boundaries, and its
income is earned abroad and is thus often removed from the economic
structures a one specific country. Shipping companies thus reside in a liminal
space that is difficult for most historians to adapt to their nation-based
conceptions.

The third reason for the underexamination of global shipping is that the
evolution of shipping firms has been overshadowed by the history of trading
companies. For example, the European-chartered companies serving colonial
expansion in the early modern era and the international European trading
companies of the nineteenth century were also major shipping firms, but the
latter function has been overshadowed by their trading and financial activities.

xv
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Large, specialized shipping corporations, meanwhile, are a product of the
twentieth century and remain understudied.

A fourth reason shipping has been neglected by historians is that prior to
the twentieth century, in the era of sailing ships, the shipping sector was
comprised mainly of small-scale firms known as free traders. Free traders
were shipowners who usually captained their own vessels, engaged in both
trade and sea transport. Theirs were essentially family firms that developed in
maritime regions around small towns and island ports on Europe’s coastline.
There they developed their own maritime traditions, practices that were only
fitfully connected to the main economic centers or ports of their respective
countries. In the same way that early industrial districts were established (in
Italy, for example), maritime districts developed with the emergence of hun-
dreds of small firms. The sheer numbers of shipping firms, and the elusive
character of the businesses at sea and in foreign lands beyond their home
waters and land base, makes their historical study particularly difficult.

That elusiveness is related to the fifth reason for the invisibility of the
business of shipping: its intangible nature. The economic output of a ship is
not as easy to see or value as the output of a factory or a plot of land ‒ even the
historical remains and ruins of such a space are more palpable. The fact that
the ship and its crew spend most of their time at sea further contributes to
shipping’s evanescence. Ships are demolished; they live and die like people and
they leave only indirect traces.

Finally, the large, independent shipowners that created the global shipping
business groups of the twentieth century based them on global institutions like
offshore companies and open registries, thus allowing them to remain
shrouded in secrecy in a world that still focused on national economies.

This book explores the evolution of the European shipping company
through the study of two Greek shipping firms, which provide a prime
example of the regional European maritime businesses that evolved to serve
Europe’s international trade and eventually the global economy. The Vagliano
Brothers case traces the transformation of Greek shipping from local sea
transport and trading to international shipping and ship management, while
the Onassis case shows how international shipping was transformed into a
global business.

The book contributes to the understanding of the shipping business during
two major waves of globalization. The Vaglianos were active during the first
wave, which started in the second half of the nineteenth century and receded
during the interwar period. The Onassis business emerged from the explosion
of the second wave of globalization in the second half of the twentieth century.
These two firms contributed to the process of global economic integration by
inventing and reinventing a Greek and ultimately a wider, southern, and
northern European maritime tradition. For this story is not only about of
the Greeks: it can also be read as the history of the evolution of the European

xvi 
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maritime tradition in tramp/bulk shipping. It follows that this book should
draw on the field of maritime business history, developed in the past few
decades by maritime, economic, and business historians, and that it has
benefited from discussions in the international fora facilitated by the European
Business History Association and the International Maritime Economic His-
tory Association.

 xvii
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provided for my research on Mari Vagliano in Kiev. Warm thanks go to the
next president of the Bequest’s Management Committee, Spyridon Hourmou-
zis, board member Nikolaos Boukas and secretary Maria Choida for their time
and interviews and for access to the minutes of the committee. Many thanks
are also due to the current president, Ilariani Tzanetatou, for financial support
for the editing of this volume. At the Nursery Home-Charity Foundations of
Lixouri, in Cephalonia, I am grateful to Gerasimos Geroulanos and to the
president, Christina Tsangaratou-Valsamou, for their hospitality and for pro-
viding me access to the only existing photo of Panagi Vagliano. I am also
grateful to the Korgialeneio Historical and Folklore Museum of Cephalonia for
giving me permission to photograph the Vagliano portraits and other archival
material from the Collection of Francis and Stephan Vagliano, and I wish to
extend special thanks to the curator of the museum, Theotokoula Moulinou,
for facilitating everything. Many thanks also to Eleni Lykiardopoulou for the
valuable tour in Keramies and to the photographer Vassilis Loukatos for
making it possible to take the pictures from Lixouri and Argostoli.

Meeting and conversing with the members of the Vagliano family in the
United States, France, England, and Greece was very rewarding. Making
Andre Marino Vagliano’s quasi-metaphysical acquaintance in cyberspace
made it possible to meet the “lost” French branch of the Vagliano family.
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Before that, however, the research of his son Jason Vagliano on the family
history, along with the accessibility of his interview with Francis Vagliano,
gave me the first window onto the grandsons of Mari Vagliano. I am very
grateful to Marina Eloy, Sonia de Panafieu, and Jean Marc de le Bédoyère for
providing me with details and photographic material on the descendants of
the Vagliano family in France. Sophia Kostomeni, Irene Matiatou Facon,
Athanassios Akrivos, and Ioannis Dimitriadis-Vaglianos provided me with
valuable photographic material and details on the genealogical tree of the
Vaglianos who remained in Greece.

Meeting the “Onassis business family” was another delight. I am indebted to
the president of the Alexander S. Onassis Foundation, Dr. Anthony Papadi-
mitriou, for his trust and for opening the “magic door” to the Onassis business
archives. The unconditional access to the Onassis business records was an
unexpected gift. Research for this book in the unclassified but systematically
amassed Onassis archive, gathered carefully over the years by the Onassis
Foundation, triggered his interest. Through the initiative of Dr. Papadimitriou,
the “Onassis Business Archive” is currently under construction. It classifies the
Onassis business documents to make them accessible to the public.1 This is a
pioneering endeavor not only for Greek shipping but also for the Greek
business world, as extremely few business archives exist in Greece, and these
are usually connected either with banking or state enterprises. Its formation
will set an excellent example that I believe will prove a landmark in the course
of maritime business history in my country and in the greater understanding
of the global shipping community.

I am also obliged to Paul Ioannidis for the long and numerous discussions of
the Onassis business and the early, formative years of the Alexander S. Onassis
Foundation. Ioannidis is a respected figure and the only surviving member of
the permanent board of directors appointed by Aristotle Onassis in his will. At
ninety-six years old, he retains his lucidity, memory, and passion for the
continuation of the Onassis shipping business and the Alexander S. Onassis
Foundation. I am extremely privileged for the time I was able to spend with him.

The staff of the Onassis Foundation were also more than obliging and helpful.
Effie Tsiotsiou, executive director of the Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit
Foundation, facilitated the research in all the storage areas of the Onassis
archives in Athens and New York. My sincere thanks to Clare Nelson, of the
Onassis Public Benefit Foundation in New York, a trusted employee of the

1 The organization and classification of the Onassis Business Archive is undertaken by a
research team from the Institute for Mediterranean Studies at the Foundation of Research
and Technology-Hellas and is financed by the Alexander S. Onassis Foundation. The team
aims to complete the project by 2020. It will be led by the author; the main collaborators
are Amalia Pappa, the deputy director of the General State Archives of Greece, and
postdoctoral researcher Alexandra Papadopoulou.
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Onassis business and Onassis Foundation since the 1970s, who made my
research there possible. The diachronic presence of the Onassis shipping busi-
ness was nowhere more evident than at the Olympic Shipping and Manage-
ment, the Onassis shipping company, headquartered in Paleo Phalero. I am very
grateful to John Ioannidis, the general manager at the time and also a member of
the executive committee of the Alexander S. Onassis Foundation, for his account
of their work in the shipping business and the teamwork since the 1990s.

Springfield Co. was the company Aristotle Onassis set up in 1963 in Greece;
today it is the main subagency of Olympic Shipping and Management. I am
greatly indebted to its general manager, Dimitris Patrikios, for his time,
openness, and friendliness. Thanos Krassaris, his predecessor, and a member
of the Onassis company since the 1960s, gave me invaluable information about
the organization of Onassis companies around the world and their intercom-
pany communication; I would like to thank him heartily. The interviews from
all heads of departments at Springfield greatly illuminated the continuity of
the maritime tradition of the company. I would also like to sincerely thank
Captain Dionysis Siganakis, head of the Operations Department; Captain
Gerassimos Barkas, head of the Marine Department; Captain Thanasis Apos-
tolopoulos, head of the Manning Department; and naval architect Dimitris
Makris, head of the Technical Department. Needless to say, the contribution
of Emmy Adali in facilitating everything was invaluable.

The only real surviving relatives of the Onassis family that I was able to
meet were from the side of Aristotle Onassis’s first cousins, the Konialidises.
Ritsa Konialidis, wife of Constantino Konialidis, and her brother, Professor
George Hartofilakidis-Garofalidis, provided me with the fullest genealogical
tree I could find and with photographic material. Nicolas Const. Konialidis,
the son of Constantino and Ritsa Konialidis, helped me to complete many
gaps and I would like to thank him very much for his kindness in Montevideo.
The son of Nikos Konialidis, Marios Chrysostomos Konialidis contributed
substantially in filling the gaps in the genealogy and gave me valuable infor-
mation after the completion of this book which I hope to use in a future study;
unfortunately he passed away in March 2019. I would like to thank all of them
very much for their time and contributions.

The beautiful painting of Konstantinos Volanakis that is on the cover of
the book was generously provided by Panos Laskaridis; my warmest thanks.
I would also like to thank Roger Kvarsvik, of the Bergen Maritime Museum,
for his help with Norwegian bibliographies and archives. Julia Kysla, in Kiev,
was very helpful during my research in the Ukrainian State Archives. Dimitra
Kardakari in Corfu did the difficult and exhausting job of furnishing a
database from the thousands of transactions of the Vaglianos in the Bank of
England. And, as always, I am indebted to Dr. Mitia Frumin for the maps in
the book. Jim Ashton edited this volume and I would like to thank him for his
efforts and collaboration.
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There are a number of colleagues and friends with whom I have discussed this
project and whose advice, inspiration, and support have been invaluable. I am
indebted, as always, to a special person and colleague, Ioannis Theotokas, for
discussions, comments, and ideas on Onassis’ entrepreneurship. My thanks also
to Stig Tenold for being my Norwegian “co-sailor.” I collaborated with my good
colleague Maria Damilakou, a specialist in Latin American history, to present a
paper on the early Onassis professional life in Buenos Aires at the sixteenth
annual EBHA conference in Paris in 2012 and she provided valuable evidence
from her own research, which has been incorporated in Chapter 6. I would very
much like to thank another special friend and colleague, Nikolaos Chrissidis,
whose help and guidance in Russian history, archives, and research in Kiev,
Odessa, and Rostov-on-Don have been decisive. Equally, without Oksana Iur-
kova I would not have been able to trace the archives on the trial ofMari Vagliano
in the Russian courts; her help in the State Ukrainian Archives in Kiev was
fundamental. My dear friends and colleagues Evrydiki Sifneos (1957–2015) and
Evdokia Olympitou (1962–2011) heard a lot about this book over the years and
gave me valuable advice; their premature absence has left an unfilled gap.

I have profited from the discussions, research assistance, and archival data
furnished over the years by a number of young scholars who were PhD
students when I began and, by the time this book was finished, had already
received their doctorates. As they were all doing research in various archives in
Greece and abroad, wherever they found the name “Vagliano” they would
send me the evidence. Apostolos Delis provided me with evidence on the
Vaglianos building or buying of ships from the Syros shipyards. Panayotis
Kapetanakis gave me access to his database “Odysseas,” concerning ships
arriving to the Ionian Islands, along with some evidence from the National
Archives in the United Kingdom. Dimitris Kontogeorgis brought to my
attention evidence on the Vaglianos from the Archives of the National Bank
of Greece. Alexandra Papadopoulou gave me, from her own research in the
Coutsis Archive, on the island of Spetses, a few hundred transliterated letters
from the valuable correspondence between the Coutsis shipping firm and all
three Vaglianos. With Katerina Galani, we did research in the Archives of the
Bank of England on Greek merchants in the City of London. Together with
both Alexandra Papadopoulou and Katerina Galani we discussed theoretical
approaches and presented papers at the European Business History Confer-
ences. Anna Sydorenko helped me identify and process evidence from the
Ukrainian and Russian archives and has given me another perspective of the
nineteenth-century northern Black Sea ports, trade, and shipping. All of them
have proved valued collaborators along the way, and I cannot thank them
enough for how much they have taught me.

I would like to thank my two closest friends, Katerina Tsakona and Thaleia
Spanou, for always being there. Writing this book (and others!) means that
I have neglected them from time to time, and I would like to express my
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gratitude to both for their patience, love, and support and to tell them how
much I value their friendship.

And then there is Dimitri, my husband. It is he who gives me the space, the
place, the embrace, and the peace to write. This book is dedicated to our
children, who have spent almost a third of their lives listening to my stories
about Vagliano and Onassis and have endured a “spaced-out”mother. It is for
Chrysiida, who is twenty-eight, and Niko, who is twenty-five, who have both
finished their studies and are out there, to explore and conquer the world.
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ABBREVIATIONS

DWT Deadweight Tonnage

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation

FO Foreign Office

GARO Государственный архив Rostov области [State Archive of the Rostov

Region, Russia]

GRT Gross Registered Tonnage

NRT Net Registered Tonnage

TsDIAK Центральний державний історичний архів України [Central State

Historical Archive of Ukraine in Kiev]
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